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Introduction 
In the study ofcomplete Riemannian manifolds ofnonpositive sectional curvature one ususlly 
consider-s asimply connected manifold X of this type, a Hcrnrlr~~~nl n~r~jfi)/cl. together with the 
action of the group Iso of isometries of X. 
There arc two main branches of the theory, depending on the Xtructure of the isomctry y-ou~~ 
1s~ I( X 1. One often considers either the case that 
(i) Is)(X) contains a cocompact lattice r, i.e.. a discrete subgroup 1‘ such that the quotient 
spxc I‘ ;X is compact. Weaker versions of the assumptions are: vol(l‘\,X) -: SC or I’ satisfic4 
this driAity con~dition. 
: ii) X is 3 homogeneous pace. 
The intersection of these two branches are the symmetric spaces since by results of Hcintje. 
A/encott and Wilson (camp. 17. I .3.3]) a homogeneous space X such that Iso contains a 
laltice is actually a symmetric space. 
In this paper we continue the study of the Tits boundary iJ,,X = (X(m). T’d) of low tlimn- 
si~~nal nalytic Hadamard manifolds. In [9] we gave a complete description of this space in the 
case that X is analytic with dim X ,< 4 and Iso contains a cocompact lattice, i.e., case (i) 
above. 
Now we consider the general case that the isometry group of X acts cocompactly which also 
includes the case (ii) above. Our main result is the following: 
Theorem 1. Let X be u real-analytic Hadamard mar@ld of dimension 6 4 without euclidean 
de Rhamfactor such that Iso( X) acts cocompactly on X. Thelz its Tits boundary i3~ X is isometric 
to the Tits boundary of a homogeneous pace of llonpositi\le curvature with dimension dim X 
or Iso is discrete. 
Remarks. (1) In the latter case I- = Iso is itself a lattice and &-X has the structure described 
in [9]. 
(2) The Tits geometry of homogeneous Hadamard manifolds is investigated in [8]. For the 
special 4-dimensional case see also Section 3. 
As an application of our result we prove a rank rigidity theorem for these spaces. For the 
definition of rank see Section 1. 
Corollary 2. Let X be an irreducible, real-analytic Hadarnard manifold with dimension < 4 
and cocompact isometry group. Then rank(X) = 1. 
In Section 5 we give examples of a nonhomogeneous Hadamard manifold X with cocompact 
isometry group which does not contain a lattice. By our theorem, &X is isometric to the Tits 
boundary ~TX* where X* is a 4-dimensional homogeneous space with curvature < 0. This 
example shows that the homogeneous spaces do not have the same asymptotic rigidity as 
symmetric spaces. For the asymptotic rigidity of symmetric spaces compare [3, Appendix 41. 
The paper is organized as follows. After fixing some of our notation and presenting some 
background material we investigate the structure of higher rank subspaces in cocompact, ana- 
lytic Hadamard manifolds X of dimension < 4 in Section 2. We focus on the case that Iso 
does not contain a lattice; otherwise the structure is known from [ 111. Section 3 describes 
the Tits boundary of homogeneous Hadamard manifolds in dimension 4 which in general is a 
certain bipartite metric graph. With the results of Section 2 we can then conclude the proof of 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 in Section 4. 
1. Notation and preliminaries 
The notation will be the same as in our previous paper [9]. For general results on Hadamard 
manifolds, their isometry group and Tits boundary see for instance [3,5,7]. For the structure 
of homogeneous paces we refer to [S] and the literature quoted there. 
Let X be a real-analytic Hadamard manifold and Iso its isometry group. The geometric 
boundary x(00) of X together with the Tits metric Td is the Tits boundary denoted by 8,X. 
We write L for the Tits angle. For S c X we let S(o0) be that subset of x(00) such that 
S U S(m) is the closure of S in X U x(00) with the cone topology. If S is closed and convex, 
then proj,: X + S denotes the geodesic projection, i.e., projs(p) is the unique point in S with 
d(p. proj&)) = d(p, S). 
By T ’ X we denote the unit tangent bundle of X. For a unit tangent vector II E T ’ X we Icl cl! 
denote the geodesic in X with ?,, (0) = 11. Generally, geodesics are assumed to be parametrized 
b> arc length. Ifc: iR + X is a geodesic, C+OO) and c(-CO) denote its litnit points in X(x ) 
in positive and negative direction, respectively. Instead of c’,, (km) we also write I/(&%). For 
1’. / cm A’ and .Y E X@z) we write m for the geodesic segtnent connecting ~7 to (1 and /‘.I- 1’t)t 
the, geodesic my starting at 1’ and representing .Y. Similarly. if .Y. J’ E iI,.X and Td(.\ . J‘ I -: pi 
then .\ J‘ denotes the unique Tits geodesic .vqmerrt hm .Y to x which we confuse with its image. 
Recall that two geodesics C: YR --z X and c’: R + X are called p~tnllcl if the: Hau4ort‘t 
di\Lancc Hd(c( R), c,‘(R)) is finite. We denote by I’,. := ( /j E X 1 11 E c.‘(R). c.’ parallel to ( ) 
the .vel of’ull p0illt.Y on pcirdlrls to c. Since X is assumed to be analytic. /I,. is a complete. 
to:,tlly geodesic submanifold of X ,t,ifhol~ boundary. The M/IX ($c’ i\ rank(c.) := dim C’, I+>r ;I
H;~datnat-d manifold X we define rank X := min{ rank(c,) 1 C’ geodesic in X }. In this papc‘r MC 
ot: v need the following characterization of higher rank (i.c.. rank X 3 2). X has Irig/jc~~. !-tr/lX 
if ~‘very geodesic C’ in X has a parallel L.’ with I,(EZ) # c,‘(K). We remark that the delinition 01‘ 
th. rank in 121 is slightly different. However, either definition ~ (ri\‘es ri4c to the satiic nutttj7ct 
I-al:k A’. This follows easily frotn [ 2, Lemtna 2.11. Thus rank X = I if there cxist4 ;I gcotic\ic C’ 
in Y u ith f’( = c‘(X). Sitnilarly we define a higlwr rnrzk .suh.spc~c~r of X to be a complele lolall> 
2 (Tc‘odcsic submanifold V of X with the property that every geodesic (’ in \I hax ;I parallel c ’ 
in V L+.ith c~‘(&?,.) # C‘(R). A higher rank subspace \I is called n/cl.ri/ru// if 1’ is not the prcq~ 
sttljsct of another higher rank subspace c” of X. A mr_\-inul puywr hig/wr rtruk \r~h.sp/c~c~ ot 
X i\ ;I higher rank subspace I’ of X with the property that there does not t.xist a higher tmh 
s~tl~spucc 1” with 1’ !$ V’ 5 X. We denote b! I?’ the .vrt of’rlll mo.virlrol proper hiyh~~~~ rciuh 
.YI~os~~~~c.Y o/,X. Note that in case that X itself is not of higher rank, rhc maximal proper hishct 
raltk ~uhspaces coincide with the maximal higher rank subspaces. We let IV c I’ clcnotc the 
SC‘! ot maximal higher rank subspaces of the fortn (nonflat Hadamard surface)xl?. We cull ;I 
Lc ~~~‘~)dc4ic which is parallel to an Kfactor of some w E 2V a .(iIISI/IL//.~:~r)~lP.si,[. and its cndpotnlh 
.~ii,~//lt//-I”‘i~l/.s of W(w). For r > 0 and 1’ E V t 1;‘* we v,,rite R( 1’. 11. r) for the clod ~hll 
it> L’ around the point 17. 
The \el V’ (resp. IV) is called discrete if cvcry sequence ( V, ), 1 in I“ (resp. ?\‘I \\ hich 
c~!~vcrgc’s uniformly on cotnpact sets is finally constant. For complete totally geodc\ic suhman- 
it; ‘Id\ compact uniform convergence is equivalent o convergence of .co/~e sequence I T,, \,’ ), 1 
01 tangent spaces to \‘, in the according GralIlmann bundle of X. 
Lcr C; ;X be the G’r-t~~I~~zunn h~&le 0f’3-~&~1cs tangent o X and exp denote the Ricmannian 
c\.i>onctntial tnap of X. Since X is real-analytic. the set (zn := ( m E GJX 1 explm) t ‘11’ } has 
th;: property that. ii‘ it is not discrete, then it conrains an injective path. This is a consequence 
ol the fact that ZII c G:X is a subanalytic subset (camp. 131). Apart from l-he property slated 
b~,torc, we shall not make use of the subanalyticity of ZI?. 
in [ I I 1 the following orthogonality relation is proved: 
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In the case that dim X < 4 and Iso contains a cocompact lattice, the structure of maximal 
higher rank subspaces was determined in [ 1 I] and the main result can be reformulated as 
Theorem 1.2 (main result of [ 111). Let X be un irreducible real-analytic Hudamard munifold 
with dim X < 4 such that Iso contains a cocompact lattice. Then V* is discrete. 
Remarks 1.3. (1) Since X is irreducible, dim X 6 4 and Iso satisfies the duality condition, 
X has rank 1 by the rank rigidity theorem (camp. [I] or [7]). Thus all maximal higher rank 
subspaces are proper. 
(2) In [ 111 it is assumed that X covers a compact quotient manifold, i.e., Iso contains 
a torsion free cocompact lattice. But with no modifications all proofs generalize to arbitrary 
cocompact lattices. 
2. Maximal higher rank subspaces 
In this section we investigate the structure of the maximal proper higher rank subspaces 
in our Hadamard manifold X in case that Iso is cocompact and not discrete. This is the 
essential step for the determination of the Tits geometry which we will obtain in Section 4. 
To begin with, we prove the following ‘converse’ result of Theorem 1.2 which is valid in 
arbitrary dimensions. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a real-analytic Hadamard manifold with cocompact isometry group 
Iso( Suppose that V* is nonempty and discrete. Then Iso is discrete. 
Proof. Arguing indirectly, we suppose that V* satisfies the assumption of the lemma and Iso 
is not discrete. Since Iso is a Lie group, there exists an injective path [0, 1) 3 t H ot E 
Iso with 00 = id. Discreteness of V* implies that o,(V) = V for each t E [O, 1) and each 
V E V*. We claim that one of the following statements holds: 
(i) There is an integer n 3 1 and there are VI, . . , V,, E V* such that the function 
6(Vi,. . . , V,,) := ‘J7:‘=, d( , V;)2: X -+ R has a unique minimum in X. 
(ii) We have n,,,* V(W) # 0. Indeed, if nVEv* V(W) = 0, then there are VI, . . . , V,, E 
V* with ny=‘=, Vi (00) = 0 since in the cone topology the geometric boundary V(W) of V E V* 
is a closed subset of the compact space X (cc). Consequently, the convex function 8 (VI , . . . , V,,) 
has a minimum. It is unique since otherwise S(Vl , . . . , V,,) would be constant on a geodesic c 
by analyticity and thus c(+oo) E ny=, vi(~). 
Let us first suppose that (i) holds and let p be the point where S( VI, . . . , V,,) takes its minimal 
value. This point being unique implies that o,(p) = p for each t E [O. 1). Observe now that 
for y E Iso the point y(p) is the unique point where S(y(v~). . , y(V,,)) achieves its 
minimum. Thus or(v(p)) = v(p) for each y E Iso( Since Iso is cocompact, this yields 
that Q~ = id in contradiction to the assumption that t H or was an injective path. 
Assume now that (ii) holds and pick z E nVEz?* V(co). Then choose some p E X \ U V* 
which exists since V* is discrete. Let c: R + X be the geodesic in X with c(--00) = z and 
c(0) = p. Since Tso(X) is cocompact, there exists some D > 0 such that for each 4 E X there 
is some V E V* with d(q, V) < D. For each integer i 3 1 pick Vi E ‘V* with d(c(i), V;) < D. 
Let ci be the geodesic in X with c;(O) = proj”, I and c’;(--0~) = z. Since ; E V,(w). the 
geodesic (‘; is contained in V;. By convexity of the function t ++ u’(c,(r). c’;(r)), we set that 
d(c.(O), (‘, (Iw)) < D and we define f; E Iw by c, (ri) = pro-j.,, FI) (‘(0). The sequence of unit 
tangent vectors (~;(t;));,~l subconverges to some LI E T’X. Since I’;(R) c V,, the geodesic (‘,, 
is contained in some V E V and thus in particular, (,(Iw) # c,, (%?s). Furthermore. (‘II is a parallel 
01‘ c’ by construction and thus P,. E V* in contradiction to the choice of ,tp = t,(O). I_: 
In the above argument we can replace V* by 2V in case that dim X = 4 and in this w’ay M’C‘ 
dctluce the following 
Corollary 2.2. Ler X he us in Lemma 2. I utd .wpposr tht dim X = 4. If ZV is twttrmpt~~ orrtl 
tli\c~wte. t/ieri Ijo is di.sctwe. 
WC now focus on the structure of V* in case that Iso is cocompact but does not contain a 
lattice. If dim X < 4 the situation is quite easy and we summarize it in the next remark. Marc 
inleresting is the structure for dim X = 4 which is described in the proposition below. 
Remark 2.3. If dim X < 4 and Iso is nondiscrete then V” = 0. Indeed, if‘ V’ wet-c 
not empty then there would exist a convergin g sequence of pairwise distinct 2-flat and thus 
dim X = 3. An accumulation argument (see [ 12. Prop. 11) implies that X has a euclidcan 
de Rham factor. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the following 
Since Iso is not discrete, we see from Lemma 2.1 that Y:’ is not discrete. Thus there is ;I 
cc)nverging sequence of pairwise different ?--flats in X and an accumulation argument (camp. 
I 17. Prop. I]) shows that 2V # 0. By Corollary 2.2 we see that under the assumption of Iso( X ) 
being nondiscrete, there is a path 10. 1) 3 s b n: E GjX such that exp(ni) =: v,’ E 21’ and 
the V,‘. s E [O, I). are pairwise distinct. Let I>;, be the base point of n;, and ,I;: V,; - T?, bc the 
f’unctit~n ,j; := t/( . , \‘,‘)I,;,. 
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We choose now sequences (sri);ar in (0, l), (ri)iar in (0, co) with pi t 00 as i + 00 such 
that 
(i) _&I~(Q,;,~,, 6 1 for all s E ]O, slily and 
(ii) there exists C& E aB(V;, p;, ri) with fs,, (q&) = 1. 
This is clearly possible. We abbreviate 
qii := proj,:,, (s&) .
Finally, we pass to subsequences, again indexed by i 3 1, such that there exists a sequence 
(oi);>r in Iso with the following sequences converging: 
Toi (T&, Vi 1 + Kf0 VO and Tni(Tq;, Y\!,,) + K,, VI 
in GsX and, as pointed closed subsets of X in the Hausdorff topology, 
niTi(B(Vc;, P;). Tilt q&) + (HBv, 40) 
where qv E V, E 17* for u = 0, 1, z E x(00) and HB” is the closed horoball in VO centred at z 
with qo contained in its boundary. Observe that 
HBv (00) c V,(m) n VI (00). (2.1) 
The following easy observation is crucial for the proof of the proposition. Since the rank 
of Vo is two, each geodesic in Vu with endpoint in the centre of HB” is contained in some 
2-flat. The intersection of HBv with such a flat is a flat half plane whose boundary geodesic 
is contained in a HB”. Each such geodesic has bounded distance to VI and thus has a parallel 
in VI. 
As a 3-dimensional higher rank subspace, V, splits off an R-factor and we write M, x R, 
u = 0, 1, for such an isometric decomposition of V,,. 
Lemma 2.5. We have that z # MO(CO) and z is nut an endpoint of the R-factor in the decom- 
position Vo 2 MO x IL!. 
Proof. If z E MO(W) then i3 HBv would contain a geodesic (mo} x IR for some (mo) E MO. 
By the above, this geodesic would have a parallel in VI and thus X would be reducible. 
If z were an endpoint of the R-factor in the decomposition VO 2: MO x R then So = 
Ma x {rg} c a HBv for some ro E IR. The totally geodesic surface SO c VO would have 
bounded distance from VI. Thus there would exist a complete totally geodesic surface Sr c VI 
parallel to SO, i.e., Hd(Sa, Sr) -C co. Thus p.~(, = { p E X 1 p E S, S parallel to SO } would be 
a reducible Hadamard manifold of dimension 4 (see [3, 2.41). Cl 
We see in particular that VO is not flat. Fort E % HB” n(Mo x {0)) =: h let Fai be the 2-flat 
in VO with z E Fa,(co) and t E Fat. We obtain a foliation (Fo~)~~~ of VO into 2-flats and 
8 HBv nFa, =: )/or 
is an unparametrized geodesic. By the previous construction, yat has a parallel in VI and we 
Put 
w, : = Pyo, .
Clearly, For = V, fl W,. We claim that ( Wr)rElr is a foliation of X by 3-dimensional higher 
rank subspaces. Indeed, for p E X there is a unique t E h such that 4 := proj V. (p) E Fat. The 
geodesic segment p4 intersects Vo orthogonally. Lemma 1.1 implies that p4 c W, and thus in 
particular that FP E W,. 
Lemma 2.6. There is no 3-jlat in X and each W E JV splits as M x IF? where M is .some 
2-dimensional IGibility manifold. 
Proof. Lemma 1.1 implies that a 3-flat in X does not intersect any other maximal higher rank 
subspace of X. Each W, intersects V, and thus W, is not flat. Since (Wr)rEh is a foliation of 
X. we see that X does not contain a 3-flat. If there were some W 2 M x R E JV with M not 
ha\ing the visibility property, an accumulation argument would yield a 3-flat in X. C 
Lemma 2.5 and 2.6 enable us to describe HB v (cx)) c &X. 
. . . . . . . 
71/ 
..,..: 
z P Wt 
(HBvCoo). Td) 
Fig. I 
Remark 2.7. Since VQ has a visibility surface as a de Rham factor, HBV(m) is the closed 
distance ball around z in 8~ V, of radius n/2. By Lemma 2.5 it contains exactly one singular 
point of V”(w), call it zv. The singular geodesics ?/of have one common endpoint. call it Z:IV. 
In particular, z w is a singular point of each W,. The point ,: is contained in the Tits geodesic 
segment zz which has length e E (n/2, n) since Td(z. ZW) = ir/2. Let wuy be the singular 
point of W, “opposite to” ZW. Notice that by Lemma 2.6 we have { w, 1 t E h } = { s E 
V,l(oo) I Td(zV, x) = n - e. x $ zTv }. Thus the wt are pairwise different and 
’ tEh 
, 
Moreover, HB v (oo), as a subspace of i3~ X, is isometric to the graph with vertices { ; V. : 12: ) U 
{ wt 1 t E h ), an edge of length e connecting ~1, to zw and for each ~1~ an edge of length n - 1 
connecting zv to w,. This is illustrated in Figure 1. 
The above description of HBV (CO) allows us to show equality in (2. I), i.e., 
HBV(co) = Vo(oo) n V,(w). (2.21 
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Indeed, assume there is some point y E ( VO(OO) n VI (co)) \ HB” (co). By the above there are 
flats F, c Vu, v = 0, 1, with Z, y E F, (co). We see that FO(OO) n F1 (00) is not contained in any 
closed Tits ball of radius n/2 and thus by standard properties of the Tits metric FO(CO) = F, (00). 
This implies that Fl c PF, and thus PF(, contains a 3-flat. This is a contradiction and thus (2.2) 
holds. 
Our next goal is to show that V, and VI are part of another foliation of X by 3-dimensional 
higher rank subspaces, transverse to the foliation ( Wr)tEh. For that purpose we pick for each 
h E (0, 1) an ski E (0, sii) such that 
.A*, (4&) = A. and we define 4ii := proj~;~, (SAi) . 
Let (VA, qh) be some accumulation space of the pointed spaces oi ( Vxl,, qii) which exists since 
d(q&, qii) < 1. Notice also that HBv(oo) c VA(~) since f:,, is less or equal to 1 on the ball 
B(V,‘, pb, ri). We put 
Fhr := V, fl W, . 
Observe that VA I? V, = 0 if h # ,u and that z E Fht (00). 
We now fix some t E h and write N, x IfB for the de Rham decomposition of W,. Since 
Td(zw, Z) = n/2, we can choose a horosphere k in N, x (0) such that z = k(oo). 
Lemma 2.8. Call uh the unique point in Fhs ~7 k. The map p: [0, l] 3 h w uh is injective and 
continuous. 
Proof. We show that the map [0, l] 3 h ++ T,, Vi E G3X is continuous. This implies the 
continuity of p. Injectivity is clear by construction. 
Observe that for i 3 1 and 0 < h < h’ < A” 6 1 the hypersurfaces vs:, and V&,[ are on 
different sides of v&i. Hence the geodesic segment connecting q& to qLCi ntersects t’s:, in a 
point q’. The geodesic triangle defined by the points q& , qLi and q’ has a right angle at the corner 
q;. Since h 6 d(q&, q’) 6 A’, we obtain d(qL,, q’)2 < (A’)2 - A2 by triangle comparison. 
Hence 
d(qii, q:ri) < d(qii, q’) + d(q’, q;(i) < Jm+ (” - *). 
Consequently, the maps h E+ qLi, i 3 1, are equicontinuous. Therefore the maps h ++ Tq;,, Vs:, 
are also equicontinuous. Finally, this implies that the map h w T,; V,J is continuous. 0 
Via p, we can now parametrize the family (V,)hECO,~~ on I := p([O, 11). We denote this 
parametrization by ( Vs)sE,. 
V, and V,( divide X into three domains for s # s’. Notice also that (2.2) holds accordingly, 
V,(CXI) fl Vs,(oo) = HBv(co) for all s, s’ E I with s #s’. (2.3) 
Thus there are arbitrary large balls contained in the domain between V, and VT!. Together with 
( Wt)rEh being a foliation of X, this implies that for each r > 0 there is a ball B of radius r in 
X such that any point p E B is contained in V, ~7 W, for some unique (s, t) E I x h. Since X 
is cocompact, X has two foliations by 3-dimensional higher rank subspaces. By Lemma 1.1, 
X can at most have (even locally) two such foliations one of which is the foliation (W,). This 
Tits geometry 17 
implies that ( VY)sGl extends to a foliation of X by 3-dimensional higher rank subspaces and 
clearly, the statement of (2.3) extends to this foliation. 
So far we have two foliations of X by 3-dimensional higher rank subspaces, call it now, in 
slight abuse of notation, ( Vs)se~ and (W f rep. One of these foliations, say ( V,v), has the property ) 
claimed in part (ii) of Proposition 2.4. 
Arguing with the foliation (W,) as before with the foliation (v,!),,t,,, ,, and observing that 
the foliation (VT) together with the property claimed in part (ii) of Proposition 2.4 survives this 
process. we see that both foliations (V,) and (W,) satisfy that property. 
It remains to prove part (iii) of Proposition 2.4. Evidently, F,, (00) n F,,,, (00) c HBI, (co) n 
HB w (00) and HB 11 (cc) n HB w (co) is the Tits geodesic segment connecting ,: ,,j to zw. Since 
:\ , :W E F,,(co) for each s, t, we obtain that F.5t(oc) f? F,J,J(cc) = HBr,(oo) f’ HBw(cx;). 
From the description of HB” (00) we see that Td(z,“, : iv) E (n/2, n). This finishes the prool 
of Proposition 2.4. 
,. . . 
z v F ..,..: U’l 
(HB~(w) u HB~(w). Td) 
I 
. 
2 w . k2 .: . . . J j u, 
Fig. 2 
Remark 2.9. Let u, be the singular point of v, “opposite to” ~11. In view of Remark 2.7 and 
since HBV(oo) fl HBw(cc) = zvzw we obtain that HBv(oo) U HBw(cc) as a subspace of 
+X is isometric to the graph with vertices { ;v, zw } U { wI ( t E IR 1 U { ~1,~ I s E R 1, an edge 
of length e connecting zv to ZW, and edges of length TT - li from zv to wI and from :I\’ to 11, 
for each t. s E R. This is illustrated in Figure 2. 
3. Metric graphs and the Tits geometry of certain homogeneous spaces 
For our investigation we need the description of the Tits geometry of certain homogeneous 
spaces X* of nonpositive curvature. A general theory of the Tits geometry of these spaces is 
developed in [8]. We only need the very special case that X* is a homogeneous pace of dim 4 
and algebraic rank 2. The latter means that X* contains 2-flats but no 3-flats. In this situation 
the Tits geometry 8,X* can be conveniently described by a metric graph. For a metric graph 
we use the description given in [5, Chap. 11, which we repeat here for the convenience of the 
reader. 
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A combinatorial graph 9 consists of two sets 23 (the vertices) and E (the edges) together with 
two maps &J: E + !l3 and ai: E + B (the endpoint maps). It is assumed that 23 is the union of 
the images of aa and 8,. 
One associates to 9 the space Y obtained by taking the quotient of E x [0, l] by the equivalence 
relation generated by (e, i) - (e’, i’) if a;(e) = ai/( Let p: E x [0, I] -+ Y be the quotient 
map. We identify B with the image in Y of I x { 0, 1 ). For each e E E, let fe: [0, I] -+ Y be 
the map t H p(e, t). 
To define a metric on Y, one needs a map h: 1 + R, := (0, co) which associates a length 
to each edge e. A piecewise linear path is a map c: [0, l] -+ Y such that there is a partition 
o=t(J <t1 < .‘. < tn = 1 and each c]lt,,ti+,l is of the form fe, 0 ci, where ei E E and ci is an 
affine map from [ti, ti+l] to [0, I]. The length of c is defined to be l(c) = Cy=‘,’ [(ci) where 
l(ci) = h(ei) jci(ti) - Ci+l(ti+l)j. On Y we define the pseudodistance d(x, y) as the infimum 
of the length of piecewise linear paths joining x to y. Thus the metric graph (Y, d) is given by 
the data (1, 93, aa, 81, f). 
An important special case is the metric on a complete bipartite graph. In this case 23 is the 
disjoint union of two sets A L. B and I can be identified with A x B and Ja, ai are the projections 
onto the factors. The metric is given by a function h: A x B + Et,, 
Now the Tits geometry of a 4-dimensional homogeneous space of nonpositive curvature 
and algebraic rank 2 can be described by a bipartite graph. Consider first the symmetric case 
X* = W* x Ml*, the product of two hyperbolic planes. Let Si and Sz be two copies of the standard 
S’ and let vi: Si -+ x*(00) be the maps which identify S’ with the boundary at infinity of the 
two factors. Note that qpi is continuous with respect o the cone topology of X* (co). Then arX* is 
canonically isometric to the complete bipartite graph Y with vertices ?3 = Si u S2 and the metric 
h((x, y)) = it/2 for all x E Si and y E S2 (see, e.g., [3, Appendix 41). Canonically isometric 
means that there is an isometry q: Y -+ &X* with cp]s, = vi; thus q 0 fcx.r): [0, l] -+ &-X* 
is a parametrization of the unique Tits geodesic from ql (x) to q*(y). 
The edges (x, y) E Si x S, are also called Weyl chambers at infinity and they correspond to 
the Tits geodesic from ~1 (x) to q*(y). These chambers form a spherical building of rank 1. The 
apartments of the building are the simply closed loops in the graph of combinatorial ength 4, 
i.e., the closed Tits geodesics of length 2~. 
The Tits geometry of an arbitrary 4-dimensional homogeneous space X* of nonpositive 
sectional curvature and algebraic rank 2 has the same combinatorial structure, but the length 
of the Weyl chambers may be different, i.e., X* is isometric to a complete bipartite graph with 
vertices B = Si u S2 with a different metric h. 
In the general case there is a distinguished Weyl chamber (xa, ya) E Si x Sz such that 
h((xa, ~0)) = l E (77/2, n). The neighbouring Weyl chambers have the ‘complementary’ 
length J-C - t, hence h((xa, y)) = A(@, ya)) = n - l for all x E Si \ (x0} and y E & \ {ya}. 
The ‘opposite’ Weyl chambers also have length l, i.e., h((n, y)) = e for all x E Si \ (x0} and 
Y E s2 \ IYOI. 
Furthermore, for every !Z E (n/2, n) there exists a homogeneous 4-dimensional space 
with the corresponding Tits metric. A suitable family of homogeneous paces is given in [6]. 
Consider the 4-dimensional Lie algebra g with basis A 1, AZ, IV,, IV2 and with the Lie bracket 
generated by [A I, AZ] = [Nr , iV2] = 0, [Ai, Nj] = ai,jNj, ~i,i > 0 and det(ai,i)i,,j=t,2 # 0. Let 
a = span{ Al, A2 ) and n = span{ N,, N2 ). Take the scalar product such that Al, A?. N,. N? 
are orthonormal. Then the left invariant metric on the corresponding simply connected Lie 
group has nonpositive curvature. Furthermore, exp(a) is a 2-flat and X is foliated by the flats 
17 exp(a), n E exp(n); here exp denotes the Lie group’s exponential map. The flat exp(a) has 
two singular lines which are orthogonal to the “roots” aI I A, + azl AZ and u I ?A, + a2 A ?. Note 
that the angle between the roots can be chosen to be an arbitrary number 8 E (0. n/2) and the 
singular lines divide the flat in Weyl chambers of angle 11 = 75 - H and 8. Every flat 17 exp(a) 
ix asymptotic to a distinguished Weyl chamber at infinity of length li. 
4. The Tits geometry in the nondiscrete case 
In this section we use the results of Section 2 to prove Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. To thi?, 
end we assume that X is an analytic Hadamard manifold of dim < 4 with cocompact isometq 
group Iso( We have only to consider the case that Iso is not discrete. If dim X = 2, 
then the cocompactness implies that X is either a visibility manifold or euclidean, i.e.. i3, X 
i\ either isometric to the Tits boundary of the euclidean or hyperbolic plane. If dim X = 3. 
then by Remark 2.3 we have that X is either a visibility manifold (i.e., i&-X isometric to i), lHl’ ) 
or X splits off a euclidean factor. Thus the theorem holds in this case. If dim X = 4 and A 
i\ reducible, then X splits off a euclidean factor or X 2 Ql x Q2 where Q;. i = 1. 2. ix ;I 
L isibility surface. Thus &X is isometric to +(IB x RI*). 
The only interesting case is that dim X = 4 and X is irreducible. If X is not a visibility 
manifold we have Proposition 2.4 at our disposal. In particular we have that X is foliated by 
llats F,,, (s, t:l E R’. 
I,emma 4.1. Ufzder the assumption qf Proposition 2.4 we hale that 
X(030) = u F,,(co) = u W,(oo) = u V,(m) 
(Y.f)EX IER. s EW 
A similar statement for homogeneous paces is proved by Heber (camp. [S, Thm. 5.21). We 
use a modification of the argument in [S, 5.11. adapted to our situation. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Put G := UCS,IJER1 F,,( cc). We argue indirectly and suppose there is 
\omc _v E x(00) \ G. 
If Td(v, G) = 00 then there is a geodesic c in X with (.(--CO) = y and C(+OO) = ~12. 
I3y Proposition 2.4 there is some s E R with ~(0) E V,. Since z\, E V,(cc) we see thar 
\‘ = CC -co) E V, (oo), a contradiction. 
Consequently, Td(y. G) c 00. Therefore there exists a sequence (x,,),~~I in x(00) \ G 
converging in &-X to some x E G. If x is the endpoint of some geodesic of rank 3, let S be its 
parallel space. Otherwise let S be a 2-flat in { F,, 1 s, t E R) with .Y E S(m). In the first case, 
.S E V* and .r is a singular point of S(o0). Notice that the choice of S implies in particular that 
i(x. .Y’) = i,(x, x’) for each 9 E S and x’ E S(m). (4.1 I 
Pick some point o E S and let pn be the point on the ray ox, with d(p,,, S) = I and put 
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PA := proj,(p,). Denote by u, the unit tangent vector in pn with u,(+co) = xn. Clearly, 
ox, -+ nx as y1 + cc and thus d(p,, o) -+ co. 
By cocompactness of Iso there is a sequence (~~)~~r in Iso such that the following 
sequence subconverges in X x X x T’ X x &X x GjX: 
Here X = X U X(co) with the cone topology and S* is a higher rank subspace. 
Since Iso acts by isometries on arX, Td is lower semicontinuous with respect to the 
cone topology and u,(+oo) = x,, + x in &X, we see that U(+OO) = x* E S*(W). Observe 
furthermore that u (-co) = z E S* (co) and d(p, S*) = 1. Therefore, c, has a parallel c* in S* 
but c,(R) @ S*. In particular we have that rank(c*) = 3. 
If S is a flat in { F,, 1 s, t E R }, then we see from the choice of S that there exists some E > 0 
such that L(c(+oo), x) 3 E for each singular geodesic c in S. Since each 2-flat in X has, modulo 
parallelism, at most two singular geodesics, we deduce from (4.1) that L(c(+co), x*) > E for 
each singular geodesic c in S*. This is a contradiction, since c* is a singular geodesic with 
c*(+co) = x*. 
Thus S is not flat. But then S* E V* and x* is a singular point of S*(co). Hence PC* = S* in 
contradiction to the fact that cU is a parallel of c* outside of S*. This concludes the proof of the 
lemma. 0 
By Proposition 2.4 all W, (resp. V,) have one common singular point zw (resp. ZV) at 
infinity. Let 20~ E X(W) (resp. u,~ E x(00)) be the other singular point of W, (resp. V’,). Note 
that t I-+ wt and s H u,% are continuous and injective maps form IR to X(W) with the cone 
topology. Furthermore note that by Proposition 2.4 there is an e E (n/2, n) such that for all 
s.t EIRwehave 
Td(zLJ, ZW) = Td(w,, u,~) = e and Td(w,, ZV) = Td(zlv, u,) = n - e. 
Consider now the complete metric graph constructed in the following way: Let Psv. IRW be 
two copies of R, XV, xw distinguished points and 5 be the bipartite graph given by the sets 
IRV u {xv) and Iww u {XW} with the metric 
A.@“, XW) = h(t, s) = ! and h(t, XV) = h(xp~, s) = n - J? 
for s E Iwv and t E Rw. Let (Y. &) be the metric space determined by (5, A). Then Proposi- 
tion 2.4 implies that the maps 
(Rv LJ (XVI) + X(m) > s H u,, xv H zv. 
mw u bvl> -+ X(cQ) > t t+ wt, xw t+ zw 
can be extended uniquely to an isometric map 
Since lJ,7,, F,,(W) = x(00) by Lemma 4.1, we obtain the following stronger version of 
Theorem 1: 
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Theorem 4.2. Let X be as in Theorem 1 and irreducible. Assumefurthermore thut X contain.v 
a higher rank subspace and that the cocompact group Iso( X) &es not contain a lattice. The11 
there (~.vists e E (n/2, n) and a map 4: Y -+ X(w) such that the maps $/R:,,: E%IJ + X (ml. 
s t-+ 11, uncl $I[‘;,, : IWU, + X (00). t H UJ,, are embeddings cllith respect to the COIW topolog!. 
aiitl 4: (Y. di ) + +X is 011 isometry. 
It is known (see Section 3 and end of Section 5) that for each & E (n/2,71) there is a 
homogeneous Hadamard manifold of dimension 4 whose Tits geometry is isometric to (Y. rl, ). 
This tinishes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Corollary 2. Let us assume that X has rank 2. If Iso is discrete, then Iso 
is J lattice and X is reducible by the rank rigidity theorem (compare. e.g.. [l ] or 171). Thus 
we assume that. lso( X) is not discrete and that X is irreducible. Hence &X is described as in 
Theorem 4.2 with C E (n/2, n). By inspection of the graph (Y. d,) 2 +X. it is readily verified 
that 
diarn( Y. cl, ) 3 min{ 2!?, 2n - t? } > n . 
However, the diameter of the Tits boundary of a space with rank 3 2 is 75. This contradiction 
concludes the proof of the corollary. 0 
5. Examples 
In this section we construct nonhomogeneous cocompact Hadamard spaces whose isometry 
group does not contain a discrete lattice. 
Consider first the upper half plane W’ = ( z E C 1 Im(:) > 0 ). It is not diflicult to perturb 
the metric periodically such that the only orientation preserving isometries of the new metric 
are generated by the maps z ++ zfr, r E IR, and; ++ 2:. This group still operates cocompactly 
but does not contain a cocompact discrete subgroup. 
For the generalization it is more convenient o describe this kind of perturbation by a warped 
product metric. For this purpose let f: R + R., be of the form f(x) = e’+‘(.‘) where t‘: R + TR 
is a smooth or even analytic function of period 1. Then ,f’(_r + 1) = ef’(~) for all x E IR. Let 
F be C’-small so that ,f is still a convex function. Consider on R x IR with coordinates (.Y. .y) 
the warped product metric dx’ + f’(x) ds’. If E I= 0. i.e.. ,f’(.r) = e’. this is the hyperbolic 
metric with constant curvature - 1 in horocyclic coordinates. In general it is a complete metric 
ot‘ nonpositive curvature since ,f’ is convex. Note that the maps 
(.Y. s) I-+ (x. .Y + s’) , s’ E R. 
and 
(x, s) ++ (x + 1, e-Is) 
are isometries. For generic E, these isometries generate all orientation preserving isometries of 
the space. We generalize this construction to dimension 4 in the following way: 
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Let (. , .) be the standard scalar product on IR2, i.e., the canonical basis ei , e2 is orthonormal. 
Foru E JR2wedefinef, := f 0 (u, .): JR* -+ R,. Now put a := ei and pick b E R* \ (0) with 
angle L(a, b) E (0, n/2). Consider on X = IR* x R x IR with coordinates (p, S, t) the metric 
dp* + f:(p) ds2 + f;(p) dt2. 
Here dp2 denotes the euclidean metric induced by (. , .). We claim that X has cocompact 
isometry group and is complete of curvature K 6 0. Obviously the maps 
(p,s,t)- (p,~+~‘,t) and (p,s,t)~ (p,s,t+t’) (5.1) 
are isometries for all s’, t’ E IR.. Furthermore we show that there is a cocompact subgroup A of 
R2 such that the maps 
(p, s, t) w (p + A, e-(U3A)s, e-@*‘)t) , ?LGA (5.2) 
are isometries. Together with (5.1) this yields that Iso acts cocompactly which also implies 
that X is complete. 
In order to show (5.2) consider the linear map 4 := (a, .) @ (b, . ): IR2 -+ IF?* and put 
A := @-‘(Z2) which is clearly cocompact in IR2. For u E { a, b ), p E R2 and h E A we 
compute 
fu(P + A) = f(b, P) + (u, VI = e(?flu(P) 
since (u, h) E Z. This proves (5.2). 
It remains to show that the sectional curvature of X is nonpositive. By the warped product 
formula (refer, e.g., to [lo]) it suffices to show that 
(i) fa is convex on R2 (this is clear) and, 
(ii) fh: IR2 x JR -+ JR, with (p, s) F+ fb(p) is a convex function on IR* x JR with respect to 
the metric dp2 + f:(p) ds2. 
UsingforIR2 xIR thecoordinates (x, y, s), themetriccan be writtenasdx2+dy2+f2(X) ds2, 
i.e., it is isometric to the direct product (dx2 + f2(x) ds2) + dy2 of our 2-dimensional example 
with 8% Note that the coordinate x in this 2-dimensional example is a Busemann function and 
hence convex. This argument shows that h : (x , y , s) -+ IR, h (x , y , s) = x is a convex function 
with respect to our metric. Now let c: IR + iR2 x IR be a geodesic with respect to the metric 
dx* + dy2 + f”(x) ds”. Then 
0) =: (M), c2(y), ~69) = (h 0 c(r), c2(~), cd4). 
Since the metric is a direct product, c2 is an affine function, i.e., c;’ = 0. It follows that 
J;h 0 C(T) = f((b, ei) . h 0 c(r) + (6, e2) . cz(r)) =: f 0 g(r), 
where g” 3 0 since h 0 c is convex as a Busemann function on a geodesic and (b, a) = 
(b, el) > 0 by the choice of a and b. Since f’ > 0, f” 3 0 and g” 3 0 we have that 
(f 0 g)” 3 0. If we choose F = 0, i.e., f(x) = e”, we obtain a homogeneous metric. For 
generic E the manifold is obviously not homogeneous. 
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Remarks 5.1 (to the above examples). 
(1) The foliation (Ys),,t~ and (Wt)tGw of X given by the level sets of the coordinate s and 
t, respectively, are the totally geodesic foliations of Proposition 2.4. The set e := ((p. 0. 0) E 
IR' x R x R 1 (LI, p) < 0, (h, p) < 0} is aclosed Weyl chamber in the flat FOC, = Iw’ x (0) x (0) 
and e(oo) = r~7~. 
(2) The Tits geometry of X is isometric to the metric graph (I’. rl, ). t == IT - L(LI. h). as 
described in the last section and we see in particular that X does not contain a lattice. 
(3) The above construction works as well for /(a, h) = 0 and i(~r, h) = IT/~. Then the 
Hadamard manifold X is a Riemannian product of a 3-dimensional visibility manifold with JI? 
and two visibility surfaces. respectively. Each of these Riemannian products has a cocompact 
isometry group which for generic F does not contain a lattice. 
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